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Dr. Andre E. Johnson Dr. Andre E. Johnson holds a PhD from the University of Memphis and a Master's of Divinity from Memphis Theological Seminary. He is now an Assistant Professor at the University of Memphis, where he teaches classes in African American Public Address and Rhetoric, Race, Religion, and Media Studies. He is currently editing the works of AME Church Bishop Henry McNeal Turner. He has already published the first five volumes, and the sixth one is set for publication with Edwin Mellen Press in 2017. In addition, Dr. Johnson is the author of The Forgotten Prophet: Bishop Henry McNeal Turner and the African American Prophetic Tradition (2012) and the editor of Urban God Talk: Constructing a Hip Hop Spirituality (2013) both with Lexington Books. Dr. Johnson's online projects include the Henry McNeal Turner Project (#HMTproject)—a digital archival project focusing on the collection of writings from Bishop Turner, which he curates and edits, as well as the popular Rhetoric Race and Religion Blog, which he edits, contributes to, and founded. Dr. Johnson maintains an eclectic research agenda. Ongoing research projects explore the nexus between rhetoric and theology, Black Lives Matter, religion and politics, the religious rhetoric of Barack Obama, the rhetoric of Martin Luther King Jr., and more recently, the rhetoric of Donald Trump. His scholarship has won awards at national, regional, and state conferences and is regularly featured in both academic journals and popular periodicals.
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The Selected Works of Andre E. Johnson The Selected Works of Andre E. Johnson brings together essays, blog posts, as well as popular and academic talks delivered by the acclaimed public intellectual. Reflecting his distinctive style, The Selected Works combines historical, religious, and rhetorical insight into incisively relevant commentary about our contemporary social context. These works honor Dr. King’s legacy by recovering the complexity of his cultural critique. Please join Dr. Johnson, and the participants of the PNW Race, Rhetoric, and Media Symposium, who will lead an in-depth discussion of the thought-provoking Selected Works of Andre E. Johnson, from 1:00-3:00pm on Friday, January 19 in the Montag Den. This event is free and open to the public.
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MLK Keynote Address Dr. Johnson is the 2018 Keynote Speaker for Willamette University's Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration. Please join us Friday, January 19 at 7:00 pm in Mary Stuart Rogers Music Center, Hudson Concert Hall. This event is free and open to the public.



Why America May Go to Hell: The Prophetic Pessimism of Martin Luther King Jr. and the Trump Era Many people today believe that King was a utopian dreamer who led a few approved and sanctioned marches. Biblical scholar Obery Hendricks argues that "we have hollowed the boldness of Martin Luther King by hallowing him into America's apostle extraordinaire of ‘Kumbaya’ and teary-eyed hand holding” while writer Jamil Smith maintains that even King Day celebrations "while comforting and inspiring, lulled the American public into a lionization of a complicated man whose advocacy for economic justice and labor-and against war-are not always part of the story.” Further, social commentator Charlene Carruthers writes that today there is a "very sanitized, hero, peaceful, non-critical depiction of Dr. King.” In this talk, I challenge some of these contemporary embedded narratives by examining the more radical King. Specifically, in this presentation, I examine King's religious rhetoric within the African American prophetic tradition during the last year of his life. Additionally, while I focus on the radical nature of King's religious discourse, I place special emphasis on what I call King's "prophetic pessimism."
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RRM Symposium



Dr. Johnson is also the distinguished visiting scholar for the Pacific Northwest Race, Rhetoric, and Media Undergraduate Research Symposium. This annual event brings together scholars from across the region to support the development of undergraduate research. Willamette University is thrilled to host this year’s symposium. Dr. Johnson’s keynote, and panel presentations by undergraduate scholars, are free and open to the public.



RRM Schedule Friday, January 19, 2018 9:00-10:30am Ford Hall, Room 102



Panel Presentation One: Race, Ideology, and Resistance



10:45-12:15pm Ford Hall, Room 102



Panel Presentation Two: Mass Mediated Representations of Race



1:00-3:00pm Montag Den



Guided Discussion: The Selected Works of Andre E. Johnson



7:00-9:00pm Mary Stuart Rogers Music Center Hudson Concert Hall



Keynote Dr. Andre E. Johnson Why America May Go to Hell: The Prophetic Pessimism of Martin Luther King Jr. and the Trump Era



Saturday, January 20, 2018 9:00 -10:30am Mark O. Hatfield Library Hatfield Room



Panel Presentation Three: Race, Space, and Rhetorics of the Body



10:45-12:15pm Mark O. Hatfield Library Hatfield Room



Panel Presentation Four: Past Lessons, Present Challenges



This event is supported by Willamette University’s Office of Multicultural Affairs, La Chispa/Salem Spark, the Civic Communication and Media Department, the Sociology Department, the American Ethnic Studies Program, the Council for Diversity and Social Justice, and the Office of the Chaplains.
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Bishop Turner’s Emancipation and King’s Dream: Reflections on the March on Washington1 One hundred years ago, in 1913, African Americans celebrated the fiftieth year anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation. In response to the celebration, the AME Church asked Bishop Henry McNeal Turner to write a reflection on the meaning of the Emancipation. However, the selection of Turner was not without problems. At this time, Turner's public persona had shifted from one filled with optimism after the signing of the Emancipation and the Union victory in the Civil War to one filled with pessimism—one that believed America did not hold any promises for African Americans. At the time the church asked him to offer his reflections on the momentous event, Turner found himself out of the mainstream of both American and African American political and social thought. His prophetic rhetoric, of which I talk about in the book, "The Forgotten Prophet: Bishop Henry McNeal Turner and the African American Prophetic Tradition,"2 became more and more pessimistic as black oppression and racism went unabated. Therefore, it came as a surprise when in 1913, as African Americans celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation, the AME Church asked him to offer a reflection on the historical event. While this seemed to be another opportunity for Turner to rein down bitter anathemas and criticize the country for not living up to the ideals and principals after the Emancipation, Turner offered an eloquent, moving reflection of the time. Published in the January 1913 edition of the AME Journal, Turner’s “Reminiscences of the Proclamation of Emancipation,”3 reminded many not only of his legacy and his importance to the AME Church



I gave a portion of this essay at the African American Civil War Memorial and Museum in Washington, DC on August 23, 2013. 2 Andre E. Johnson. The Forgotten Prophet: Bishop Henry McNeal Turner and the African American Prophetic Tradition. Lexington Books. 2012 3 Henry McNeal Turner. Reminiscences of the Proclamation of Emancipation . AME Review. January 1913.  1
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but also it introduced Turner to a new audience—one that only knew him as a pessimistic prophet. Fifty years later on August 28 in Washington DC, people will gather again in Washington to see their "Emancipation" or have their "great big celebration." If the March on Washington was anything, it was a grand celebration of folks getting together and coming together to rally for rights that many argued the nation should have granted at least one hundred years prior—during the time of the Emancipation. As we come to our own 50-year celebration, I wonder how we will remember this March? Many have focused much of the "reflection writing" on the March on Washington on Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his infamous "I Have a Dream Speech." Despite the hard work of others in the movement and despite the massive mobilization of over 250,000 from a plethora of people on that day, King's speech has for many Americans, anchored what we know, or should I say, think we know about the March on Washington. Headlines such as “Remembering the Dream”4 or “50 Years After the Dream”5 pop up everywhere to anchor our memory or create a history for us to consume and share with others. Moreover, the more we consume and share this particular narrative, the more we feel that our work, at least the work done in the past is finished. The embedded narrative of the March on Washington in 1963 is that it was an unqualified success and it has gone down in the annals of history and public memory as a success. If anything, Americans interpret the March as the "real"starting point in bettering race relations. The March highlighted all that was wrong with America (as if nothing else did before),



Clarence B. Jones. Remembering the Dream. HuffPost. August 23, 2013.  5 Jeremy Slevin. 50 years After the Dream. MSNBC. August 23, 2013.  4
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and through our collective hard work and zeal at getting it right, we stood together to listen to King's lofty eloquence as the spirit convicted and converted a nation to rise and do the right thing. Thus, one can read the March as the ultimate symbol of progress; that as a country, we can be on the wrong track, but if just return to the principles of our founding and draw from the well of democracy, we somehow can atone for and be delivered from the sins of yesterday. In short, we will remember the March as Turner remembered the 50th year of the ratifying of the Emancipation Proclamation; despite our pessimistic sensibilities. However, for some, we will remember this March for what it was not—not the panacea that solved all of our problems. We will see old wounds festering and becoming infected again; wounds of mass incarceration, stop and frisk policies, Stand Your Ground laws, and the outright hijacking of voting rights throughout the country. When we talk about unemployment, immigration, the war on women, workers and whoever standing on the right side of history; and a host of other problems--1963 doesn’t seem that far removed. Many of the issues facing Marchers in 1963 are facing Marchers 50 years later in 2013. Therefore, how should we read the March on Washington? Well, I think we should read and interpret the March on Washington as one significant prophetic movement that still goes on today. Moreover, when we see it as a prophetic movement, then we must examine and interpret the religious language that surrounded and undergirded the March and Movement. In simple terms, to speak of the March without noting the God-Talk, in song and oratory, is to miss out on an essential part of the day and to many in attendance; the power of the Movement itself. As a prophetic movement, one that spoke truth to power, we need to remember that when the March on Washington happened, it was not a popular thing to do. City officials did not want it, the US government was frustrated by it, President Kennedy and others tried to stop it, and many
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people thought it would just cause more trouble. There was infighting, outfighting, shouting matches, cussing and fussing and women were regulated to the margins. It was not perfect; not everything went according to plan, some stuff worked, and some didn't, and if everybody you meet today who told you they were there were actually there, it would have been over one million people at the March. In short, we do not need to glorify, deify, magnify or edify the March on Washington, but call it what it was; a people's prophetic movement that stood up to the powers that be on the day and held the nation accountable—the same thing I am hoping we are doing this time and beyond; sustaining a prophetic movement that will continue to keep the country accountable to the people.
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From the Dream to the Mountain Top: Martin Luther King and the African American Prophetic Tradition Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis



This work is licensed under a Creative Commons CC_BY International License.



Available at: https://works.bepress.com/andree-johnson/4/
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1 From the Dream to the Mountain Top: Martin Luther King and the African American Prophetic Tradition1 I want to use as a pretext for this talk tonight a story found in the book of Matthew. It is right at the beginning of chapter 11 in that book, and it’s the story of John while in prison wondering if Jesus was the one.2 You are probably familiar with the story; he sent word by his disciples to ask Jesus this question, “Are you the one who is to come, or are we to wait for another?" Now Jesus in Jesus fashion answered John this way, "Go and tell John what you hear and see: the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the poor have good news brought to them. And blessed is anyone who takes no offense at me." Now if that was not crazy enough, Jesus then turned to the crowd gathered and asked, "What did you go out into the wilderness to look at; a reed shaken by the wind? What then did you go out to see? Someone dressed in soft robes? What then did you go out to see? A prophet? Yes, I tell you, and more than a prophet.” And using this a starting point in our conversation tonight, I came to ask in a similar vein, why are we here tonight? What did we come out to see? What did we hope to see? In short, why are we celebrating Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. tonight? Why are we here for this man? This man, who while living was called the most dangerous man in America by the head of the FBI. This man, who was called everything but a child of God. This man, who was constantly surveyed and spied upon—every phone call, every meeting and just about every time he opened his mouth. This man, who folks called a troublemaker; folks who thought he was a glory hound; folks who called him a socialist, a communist, a rabble-rouser. This man, who if truth be told, was not loved by everyone in the Black community. There were many folks within the black church that had problems with this man coming to their towns and starting trouble. So I ask sincerely and seriously, why are we here tonight celebrating the life and legacy of this man? What did we expect to see—what did we expect to hear? Well many of us are here because this holiday and weekend have turned into a day of service. That’s what we say—that since Dr. King served, we too must serve, we should all be 1 2
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I delivered this speech at Viterbo University on January 21, 2013. Matthew 11:1-15



2 about serving others. So, on this day off, we turn it into a “day on,”—a day of service. Many of us go out and serve in our communities; doing a host of projects—painting and cleaning, offering food and clothes, helping and assisting others. We do this because we feel that we are honoring the life and legacy of Dr. King. But then again, some of us in here know that it’s much more than that. Some of us here know that it goes much deeper. So maybe for some of us, we are here because we heard that King was a Civil Rights leader—from the days of the Montgomery boycott to his death. We watch series like Eyes on the Prize,3 and we come away with a sense of awe of just what it took to achieve some of the rights that many of us take for granted today. So, we come here tonight to celebrate the Civil Rights icon. Maybe we are here because we heard how King was a staunch supporter of worker rights and how we wish we had a powerful voice that could command an audience and move the crowd that talked about the importance and dignity of workers. Maybe we are here because we heard how King was a proponent of non-violence and supporter of the Peace movement. We heard how his non-violence stand eventually led him to come out against the war in Vietnam. Maybe we are here because we heard that King was first and foremost a preacher—a minister of the gospel and he told that to anybody who would listen. King clearly stated that what I am doing is because of my call and commitment to the gospel that I preach. So again, why are we here? What I want to suggest tonight is that for whatever reason we are here celebrating this King Day—let us remember that King, for most of his public life adopted a prophetic persona to house his most stirring oratory. In short, King participated in the prophetic tradition—but more explicitly, the African American prophetic tradition. So, whatever we say and think about King and whatever we do in this and subsequent King days, let us remember that King came speaking and preaching in the prophetic tradition, housed within the African American community and given birth out of the black church tradition. So tonight, for the rest of my time, I want to talk about this tradition in a piece I call, From the Dream to the Mountain and Beyond: Martin Luther King and the African American Prophetic Tradition.
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A documentary on the Civil Rights Movement



3 To talk about the prophetic tradition, we must first talk about prophetic rhetoric—or the language that shapes the tradition. While many of us talk about prophets, prophecy, and being prophetic, it still is not easy to define. We typically speak of the prophetic as if we all know what we mean by the word—or we speak of it as Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart, who once said he could not define obscene material, but “I know it when I see it.” I define prophetic rhetoric as discourse grounded in the sacred, rooted in a community experience that offers a critique of existing communities and traditions by charging and challenging society to live up to the ideals they espoused while offering celebration, encouragement, and hope for a brighter future. It is a rhetoric “characterized by a steadfast refusal to adapt itself to the perspectives of its audience” rhetoric that dedicates itself to the rights of individuals, especially the poor, marginalized, and exploited members of society. Located on the margins of society, it intends to lift the people to an ethical conception of whatever the people deem as sacred by adopting at times a controversial style of speaking.4 Birth from slavery and shaped in Jim and Jane Crow America, the African American version of the prophetic tradition has been the primary vehicle that has comforted and given voice to many African Americans. Through struggle and sacrifice, this tradition has expressed black people’s call for unity and cooperation as well as the community’s anger and frustrations. It has been both hopeful and pessimistic. It has celebrated the beauty and myth of the American exceptionalism and its special place in the world, while at the same time damning it to hell for not living up to the ideals America espouses. It’s a tradition that both celebrates God’s hand in history—offering “hallelujahs” for deliverance from slavery and Jim and Jane Crow, while at the same time asking, “Where in the hell is God—during tough and trying times. It’s a tradition that develops a theological outlook quite different at times from orthodoxy—one that finds God again very close, but yet, so far away.5 It is this tradition that shaped King. Adopting the prophetic persona of prophetic figures that preceded him—figures such as Richard Allen, Maria Stewart, Frederick Douglass, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, Henry McNeal Turner, Ida B. Wells, W.E.B. Du Bois, Anna Julia Cooper



For more on prophetic rhetoric, the different types and personas, see Andre E. Johnson The Forgotten Prophet: Bishop Henry McNeal Turner and the African American Prophetic Tradition. Lexington Books, 2012. 5 Andre E. Johnson, “To Make the World So Damn Uncomfortable”: W.E.B. Du Bois and the African American Prophetic Tradition. Carolinas Communication Annual 32 (2016): 16-29. 4
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4 and a host of others, King joined the great cloud of witnesses that called folks to the better angels of their natures. While engaging in public discourse, speakers can adopt at least four different personas. For my talk tonight, I would like us to examine King in just two of those personas. The first one is what I call, “the universal or covenantal” persona. I define this type of prophetic persona as one in which the prophet sees herself as a prophet to all the people because she grounds herself in the sacred covenant of the people. This prophetic action usually takes the form of a healthy belief in American exceptionalism—supported by lifting up our sacred documents, the Constitution, the Declaration of Independence and even the Emancipation Proclamation. For King, this universal prophetic persona culminated with his I Have a Dream Speech. By grounding his speech in American ideals of freedom, liberty, and justice and by invoking the American dream, King invited his audience to see him as profoundly American and only wanting to see America be and do better. This covenantal idea of America shaped must of his early prophetic rhetoric that led to his “I Have a Dream Speech.” The “I Have a Dream” speech is an example of a jeremiad that called the nation back to its covenantal ideas and purposes. Though not devoid of God, the God in this jeremiad is uniquely a god of civil religion, because King himself adopts the covenantal prophetic persona. The hope the springs from this speech is that America recognizes the better angels of its nature and realizes its wrongs. America can do this not by a rereading not the Bible, theology, of any church doctrine or creed, but by rereading the sacred documents of America—written by the sacred Founders of this nation. But the next persona I want to speak about is the pessimistic prophet. I define this type of persona as one in which the prophet, through the lament tradition of prophecy, chronicles the pain and sufferings of the people the prophet represents. The persona is usually marked within the African American prophetic tradition when speakers discover that the ideologies of racism and other biases are too entrenched. It leads many to move away from the jeremiad—the calling of the people back to the covenant, to an understanding that either the covenant is not realistic for African Americans to ascertain, or that it’s the covenant that needs reexamining. King’s pessimistic prophecy starts with his Vietnam speech and of course, ends with the Mountain Top Speech. In the “Beyond Vietnam” speech, not only does King break away from the administration, but King also breaks away from the idea of an absolute American
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5 exceptionalism. American is no longer good because God ordained America to be such, but America has some major problems—some flaws that it must face to be the America it claimed to be. For King, America was the greatest purveyor of violence in the world. In the Mountain Top speech, King said that the nation is sick and called for massive boycotts—if you can’t work in the store, don’t spend your money there. Moreover, King does else—he reclaims his mantle as minister of the gospel. No longer is it the God of civil religion that holds sway, but more specifically, it’s the God of the Old Testament prophets and for King, the God of Jesus that grounds much of his prophetic rhetoric, until his death in Memphis, April 4, 1968. King’s prophetic trajectory lined up perfectly with the African American prophetic tradition. King starts as an optimistic visionary believing in the American ideals and that if America would just practice “what you said on paper,” that everything will be all right. However, as time went on and as King saw the massive resistance, both in the South and North; as the economic plight of the poor did not change even though we declared war on poverty, King begin to become more of a pessimistic prophet—one who abandoned an absolute belief in the inherent goodness of the country to one who began to question the very fabric of America. No, this deep questioning and reflecting did not make King run away or hide; no, I suggest it made him stronger. It made him still get up every day and to pronounce that God is still at work—and while we cannot see God or understand what God is doing all the time, nevertheless, God is still here. So, what did you come here to see?? Why are you celebrating King Day? This question became clear to me while sitting in a graduate seminar that focused on the rhetoric of King. Throughout the semester, we traced King’s rhetorical trajectory—starting with his speech he delivered at Holt Street Baptist Church and ending of course with the Mountain Top speech. However, we began to notice a shift in King’s rhetoric around 1965-66. King seemed to shift from the conciliatory “I Have a Dream,” to a more, at least for King and some of his supporters, a radical position. Then we got to the Vietnam speech, and it just did not make any sense. And I remember our professor6 asking a question out loud, “Why would King make this type of speech?” By asking that question, what our professor attempted to do was to get us to look at the rhetorical situation because in truth, politically and rhetorically, “Beyond Vietnam” 6
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Michael C. Leff.



6 did not make any sense. It did not make any sense because to come out against the Vietnam War was to alienate the administration that helped usher in major Civil Rights legislation—to in some estimation, finish the job started in Reconstruction. And even though King had his detractors, he had a groundswell of support, and above all things, King loved America—so the question of why King—why the change was an appropriate one to ask. I remember sitting there with all the other students as we tried to answer the question and then all of a sudden, I just said, “He was a prophet.” My professor asked me to explain my answer, and I said that the prophet is always moving us to do better. In short, while we are celebrating gains and victories and resting on our laurels, the prophet is always discerning; always listening; always seeking the Spirit of God. For King, the next step was economics; because he quickly realized that it does not do any good for folks to sit at lunch counters when they cannot afford the meal. Why are we celebrating King day? So, what did you come here to see tonight? A prophet—I say yes, a prophet indeed. A prophet—one who got his start at his kitchen table one night after some deranged man called and threatened his life. A prophet, one who stood up to the powers that be and challenged the consciousness of a nation. A prophet, one who would not rest on his laurels, one who did not stay above the fray, but dwelled on it. A prophet, one who called out the sins of the nation and offered a nation to repent. A prophet who saw the face of God even in his enemies and one who pushed us to see another dream—the dream of the Beloved Community. And people always ask me, Johnson, how can we achieve King’s dream? And I always answer back, I think it would be good at least to be on the same page when we talk about King’s dream. King’s dream has been hijack by some of the same people who would have been and who are opposed to what King stood for most of his adult life. When people can claim that by having a gun appreciation day is a good way to celebrate the life and legacy of King, we know we have gotten off track. And if we are not careful, we too can get caught up in all things masquerading as authentic King. Let us be clear, King’s dream is not about declaring a service day where we go out and fix up and paint. King’s dream isn’t about King Day sales or King day parties. King’s dream isn’t about getting some folks to move up to the “middle class” so we can live in gated communities and forget about our past. King’s dream isn’t about Obama or any other person of color getting into the White House. King dream isn’t about any of that superficial fluff.
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7 But to stand on the side of the dream is to stand with the poor and marginalized and to see the world from their vantage point. To stand on the side of the dream is to stand for a livable wage; good decent health care and dignity of and in work. To stand on the side of the dream is to stand for an inclusive community that does not strip you of who you are, but celebrates the diversity—unity but not uniformity. To stand on the side of the dream, is to stand for nonviolence is all forms and to be concern for Newtown and Chi-Town, uptown and downtown, urban and suburban, city and rural, religious and non-religious, gay, straight, PhD to no D, from CEO’s to mopping floors, to stand on the side of the dream, is to stand for and with humanity! That’s what King was doing in his last days. Out of this prophetic pessimism came the answer for King—the Beloved Community. So, I charge us today, to take this day as the starting day of establishing in our communities the Beloved community. A place where all people are invited to sit at the table of sisterhood and brotherhood. A place where people of faith and people of no faith can come and reason together. A place where race is not erased, but seen in all of its complexity and historical context. The goal here is not post-racial, but post racist—not to transform race into the ubiquitous melting pot of whiteness, but to transcend race to the point that our racist presuppositions do not override the beauty of our diversity. A place where love abounds and we no longer have to be afraid of the other, but at the table of fellowship, we get to know the other— we recognize the humanity in the other because we see ourselves in the other and for us who claim faith, dare I say, we see the Divine in the other. That’s our charge, but it is also our hope. May we continue until that day comes. Thank you
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1



From a Social Club to Social Consciousness: MLK and the Role of the Church1 In 1957, the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., in an address to the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. titled, “The Christian Way of Life in Human Relations”2 said that “churches are called upon to recognize the urgent necessity of taking a forthright stand on this crucial issue. If we are to remain true to the gospel of Jesus Christ, we cannot rest until segregation and discrimination are banished from every area of American life.” In the speech, while he acknowledged that some churches had already “taken a stand” against segregation and discrimination and while he appreciated the National Council of Churches condemnation of segregation, he lamented that those “courageous stands” from churches were still “too few.” He suggested The sublime statements of the major denominations on the question of human relations move all too slowly to the local churches and actual practice. All too many ministers are still silent while evil rages. It may well be that the greatest tragedy of this period of social transition is not the glaring noisiness of the bad people, but the appalling silence of the good people. It may be that our generation will have to repent not only for the diabolical actions and vitriolic words of the children of darkness but also for the crippling fears and tragic apathy of the children of light. He closed this part of the speech by calling upon his audience to “go away from this meeting with a restless determination to make the ideal of brotherhood a reality in this nation and all over the world.” Just a cursory examination of King’s The Christian Way of Life in Human Relations lends itself to insights not only on King's rhetoric and the context in which gives rise to the speech but also the role that the church plays in challenging and extinguishing segregation and discrimination. For King, the church was paramount in this endeavor. He called for the church and indeed all Christians to become “maladjusted” to the inequities and inequalities that existed



1 I prepared this presentation for the #MLK50 Teach In conference held in Memphis, Tennessee. Since I was not able to attend the conference, I would like to thank Dianna Watkins Dickerson for delivering the presentation on September 29, 2017. 2 Martin Luther King Jr. “The Christian Way of Life in Human Relations.” St. Louis, Missouri. December 4, 1957. 
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in society. By way of the use of a repetition rhetorical device known as anaphora, King reminded his audience that he was proud to be maladjusted to certain things. I never intend to adjust myself to the viciousness of mob rule. I never intend to adjust myself to the evils of segregation or the crippling effects of discrimination. I never intend to adjust myself to an economic system that will take necessities from the masses to give luxuries to the classes. I never intend to adjust myself to the madness of militarism and the self-defeating effects of physical violence. And my friends, I call upon you to be maladjusted to all of these things, for you see, it may be that the salvation of the world lies in the hands of the maladjusted. The challenge of this hour is to be maladjusted. King roots his call to be maladjusted to the social ills of society in his understanding of ecclesiology—or the doctrine of the church. However, while many have celebrated King in a myriad of different ways, the literature and research on his life and work did not provide much in the way King talked and wrote about the church. To address this gap in the field, King scholar and Religious Studies professor Lewis Baldwin published, “The Voice of Conscience: The Church in the Mind of Martin Luther King, Jr.,”3 in 2010. In this book, he argues that "church and church-related issues and concerns were always paramount in King's thinking." He maintains that one cannot fully grasp King and his influence on society without attending to King’s vision and place of the church.4 While King did not write a “developed ecclesiology” in the “traditional sense of the word,” Baldwin maintains that there is a “strong doctrine of the church implicit in his thought and praxis.” While the word ecclesiology almost “never surfaced in his public statements concerning the church,” Baldwin maintains that this does not “make his reflections on that institution any less profound and erudite.” Baldwin surmises that a reading of King would unearth both a “critique of the church and proposals for effecting its spiritual, theological and ethical renewal.”5 Unlike the work of Baldwin, I do not fully explore King's ecclesiology. I, however, argue that the ecclesiology King produced and proclaimed drew heavily on his use of prophetic rhetoric. I have defined prophetic rhetoric as discourse in the sacred, rooted in a community Lewis V. Baldwin, “The Voice of Conscience: The Church in the Mind of Martin Luther King, Jr.” (NewYork, NY: Oxford University Press, 2010) 4 Baldwin, The Voice of Conscience, 4 5 Baldwin, The Voice of Conscience, 4-5 3
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experience that offers a critique of existing communities and traditions by charging and challenging society to live up to the ideals they espoused while offering celebration, encouragement, and hope for a brighter future. It is a rhetoric “characterized by a steadfast refusal to adapt itself to the perspectives of its audience” and a rhetoric that dedicates itself to the rights of individuals. Located on the margins of society, it intends to lift the people to an ethical conception of whatever the people deem as sacred by adopting, at times, a controversial style of speaking.6 This definition also explicates a rhetorical structure in which to study King’s ecclesiology. First, speakers must ground prophetic discourse in what the speaker and the audience deem as sacred. In short, the speaker must appeal to something that both speaker and audience hold as sacred and that is recognizable. For a speaker to appeal to anything “sacred that the audience does not recognize as such would render that message unimportant and meaningless. This means that the prophet is indeed part of the community fabric and understands the beliefs of the audience. Therefore, there is no prophetic discourse outside of community” (Johnson, 2012, pp. 7-8). For people adopting prophetic personas, they must speak out of a recognizable tradition and appeal to those sacred beliefs and values within that tradition. People who adopt prophetic personas cannot do so as rugged individualists but must root their “prophecy” within communal traditions, beliefs, and expectations. Second, there is an element of consciousness-raising through a sharing or an announcement of the real situation. In short, the proclaimer pronounces what is “already known” and “bears witness to what the speaker believes as truth.”7 Thus, instead of unveiling the hidden, the prophet reveals the hidden in plain sight. In other words, “the prophet goes beneath the surface and states the obvious that others might be afraid to speak. It is consciousness-raising because once it is out in the open; the prophetic desire is that the audience reflects on the situation with the hope of changing its ways.”8 The third element in the rhetorical structure is the charge, challenge, critique, judgment, or warning of the audience(s).9 Moreover, the prophet does not just address the primary or initial audience, but the much wider audiences—those that include institutions, governments, and Andre E. Johnson, The Forgotten Prophet: Bishop Henry McNeal Turner and the African American Prophetic Tradition. Lexington Books. Landham, Md. 2012, p. 7 Johnson, Forgotten Prophet, 8 8 ibid 9 ibid 6 7
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society in general. The prophet usually does this by offering reinterpretations of what is sacred and casting a vision of the world not as it is, but as it could and should be. The final part of the prophetic rhetorical structure is the offer of encouragement and hope.10 There are two types of hopes in prophetic rhetoric. First, there is an eschatological hope. It is a hope that things will get better in some afterlife or some other spiritual transformation to some other world. The second type of hope is a “pragmatic hope.” It is a more “this-worldly” and earthy type of hope. It is a hope that grounds itself in the prophet’s belief in the Divine to make right order in this world. It is a hope that sees a new day coming—a hope that again grounds itself in the prophet’s deep connection to the Divine—the One that gives the prophet the strength to make it one more day. In this presentation, I argue that it is King’s use of prophetic rhetoric that shapes his ecclesiology. Moreover, it was his use of this particular discourse that enabled him to stand against traditional socially accepted views and mores of the church. An examination of King’s rhetoric and how he invited audiences to respond will demonstrate that King saw the church as a leader not only in race relations but also in functioning as the mediating institution to rid society of segregation and discrimination. In the longer paper, I offer an examination of church life during King’s time and situate both black and white churches against King’s prophetic moves. However, due to time constraints here, drawing from my definition of prophetic rhetoric and the rhetorical structure it explicates, I offer a brief close reading on just two of King’s sermons—Paul’s Letter to American Christians and the Guidelines for a Constructed Church to offer insight on King’s ecclesiology. I then close by offering some implications for the church today. Paul’s Letter to American Christians King articulated portions of his ecclesiology in his Paul’s Letter to American Christians,”11 delivered to the Commission on Ecumenical Missions and Relations on June 3, 1958. Adopting a Pauline persona, King imagined that Paul wrote a letter to the American church. In the letter, King calls the church to stand against segregation. King critiques that there is a “white church” and a “negro church.” King argued that the reason for this separation was Johnson, Forgotten Prophet, 8-9 Martin Luther King Jr. Paul’s Letter to American Christians. June 3, 1958.  10 11
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because American Christians “allowed segregation to creep into the doors of the church.” By way of a rhetorical question, King asked, “How can such a division exist in the true body of Christ?” Without offering an answer, King then moves to the “tragic fact that when you stand at eleven o'clock on Sunday morning to sing "In Christ, There Is No East or West," you stand in the most segregated hour of Christian America.” For King, segregation was anti-gospel and anti-church because of the broad universalism that stood at the center of the gospel. He argued Segregation is a blatant denial of the unity which we all have in Christ. It substitutes an IIt relationship. The segregator relegates the segregated to the status of a thing rather than elevate him to the status of a person. The underlying philosophy of Christianity is diametrically opposed to the underlying philosophy of segregation, and all the dialectics of the logicians cannot make them lie down together. In his sermon, Guidelines for a Constructive Church,12 delivered on June 5, 1966, at Ebenezer Baptist Church, King grounded the guidelines of the church in scripture from what some called the Jesus manifesto found in Luke 4:18-21: "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me (Yes, sir) to preach the gospel to the poor, (Yes, sir) he hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, (Yes) to set at liberty them that are bruised, to preach the acceptable year of the Lord." For King, these were the “guidelines for the church.” However, King told his congregation that he did not have time to focus on all of the guidelines in the sermon on that day, but he did focus on three. For the purposes of this paper, I will focus on the second guideline, “preach deliverance to them that are captive.” King argued that some churches were not interesting in freeing anybody. For him, that would include some white churches that “Sunday after Sunday their members are slaves to prejudice, (Yes, sir) slaves to fear.” King continued You got a third of them, or a half of them or more, slaves to their prejudices. (Yes, sir) And the preacher does nothing to free them from their prejudice so 12 Martin Luther King Jr. Guidelines for a Constructive Church. June 5, 1966, 
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“I have been so greatly disappointed with the white church and its leadership…….I say this as a minister of the gospel, who loves the church; who has been sustained by its spiritual blessings and who will remain true to it as long as the cord of life shall lengthen.” “I felt we would be supported by the white church. I felt that the white ministers, priests and rabbis…..would be among our strongest allies. Instead, some have been outright opponents, refusing to understand the freedom movement and misrepresenting its leaders; all too many others have been more cautious than courageous and have remained silent behind the anesthetizing security of stained-glass windows.” “In spite of my shattered dreams, I…..hope(d) that the white religious leadership….would see the justice of our cause and, with deep moral concern, would serve as the channel through which our just grievances could reach the power structure. I had hoped that they would….. understand. But again I have been disappointed.” “In the midst of blatant injustices inflicted upon Black bodies, I have watched white 1



White Silence and the Creation of #WhiteChurchQuiet1



It is indeed an honor and privilege to be with you tonight. Before I start, allow me to give



some shoutouts if I can. First to Rev. Dr. Heber Brown2 and the good folk over at Pleasant Hope Baptist Church for welcoming me and at least fooling me enough to believe that I preached well enough hopefully to get an invitation to return. To Pastor McCullough3 and the good folks at



Grace United Methodist Church for inviting me to a stimulating discussion and warm hospitality. To Laura Menyuk4 the good folks over at Jews United for Justice and participation at the Social



Justice Seder—what a powerful time, with those powerful readings. I will always remember this and promise to hold something similar at our church.



To my new scholar friends, I had dinner with on last night along with my new friend



Melanie and my good friend Jayme Wooten of Kinetics Live.5 If you are not following Kinetics Live, you should. Follow him on twitter @KineticsLive; you will be glad you did.



Shout out to Dr. Kaye Whitehead6 for allowing me an opportunity to talk to her class and



hash out some of these ideas I will share tonight. I am grateful for the lunch I had with Drs.



Whitehead and Dr. Martin Camper7 and the students that joined us. Again, we had some rich



conversation about movements and what can be done to improve them. And I am thankful for the entire Loyola family for making me feel at home.



However, there is one big shout out left—it is for the person responsible for getting me



here. It is for the one who organized the entire trip and the one responsible for getting me out to meet so many people. It is for the one who is not only a top-notch scholar in her field but by



driving me around; she is also one heck of a chauffer—give it up for the amazing Dr. Jean Lee Cole!!8



1 Speech delivered at Loyola University Maryland on April 3, 2017 2 Heber Brown III is the Senior Pastor of Pleasant Hope Baptist Church in Baltimore, Maryland. 3 Amy McCullough is the Senior Pastor of Grace United Methodist Church in Baltimore, Maryland 4 At the time of this speech, Laura Menyuk was a representative for Jews for Justice. She is now the Director of service learning education at the American Jewish Society for Service. 5 Jayme Wooten is the founder of KineticsLive, a social justice digital platform 6 Karsonya (Kaye) Whitehead is a Professor of Communication and African and African American Studies at Loyola University Maryland 7 Martin Camper is an Assistant Professor of Writing at Loyola University Maryland 8 Jean Lee Cole is a Professor of English and faculty Director of Community-Engaged learning and Scholarship at Loyola University Maryland



religious leaders stand on the sideline and mouth or write pious irrelevancies and sanctimonious trivialities. In the midst of a mighty struggle to rid our nation of racial and economic injustice, I have heard many ministers say: "Those are social issues, with which the gospel has no real concern." And I have watched many churches commit themselves to a completely otherworldly religion which makes a strange, un-Biblical distinction between body and soul, between the sacred and the secular.” “I have traveled all over and on sweltering summer days and crisp autumn mornings I have looked at the beautiful churches with their lofty spires pointing heavenward. I have beheld the impressive outlines of massive religious-education buildings. Over and over I have found myself asking: "What kind of people worship there? Who is their God? Where were their voices of support when bruised and weary black women and men decided to rise from the dark dungeons of complacency to the bright hills of creative protest?" Now if what I just said sounded familiar, it should—because they were not my words. I did something I like to do in class from time to time. These are the words of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in his Letter from a Birmingham Jail.9 I don’t want anybody blaming Dr. Cole for Martin Luther King Jr. Letter from a Birmingham Jail. The Martin Luther King Jr Research and Education Institute. Standford University. 
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bringing me here and saying on tomorrow, “She brought him here, and all he did was recite King’s Letter from a Birmingham Jail. I don’t want anyone to accuse me of plagiarism. But I do that to prove a point. Sadly, I could recite King’s Letter, taking out identifying marks—such as locations, the word Negro, certain contemporary makings from the letter, replace them with current verbiage and situations, and as we say in the Black church, “that thing could preach right now!” And since on tomorrow we commemorate the 49th anniversary of the death of Martin Luther King Jr, I thought the letter would help frame our discussion on tonight, because my hashtag #WhiteChurchQuiet is nothing new. King too was frustrated with the white church, and if Twitter were around then, he too would have #WhiteChurchQuiet—but he did it in a letter. King was disappointed in white religious leaders for their inaction and remaining quiet when black bodies were routinely humiliated, beaten, or killed. They were quiet and were not able to see the justice of their cause. King would later say they even commended the police for “keeping order” and “preventing violence” and for King, this was surprising and disappointing. When I took to Twitter to share my frustrations, I too was disappointed, but not surprised. After hearing the news that law enforcement officials had shot and killed two more black men— Terence Crutcher—the one killed in Tulsa, Oklahoma. BTW, Betty Shelby, who shot and killed Terence Crutcher gave an interview on 60 minutes last night telling us why she shot him and Keith Scott—the one shot and killed in Charlotte, North Carolina. It’s sad, but when describing some of these high-profile shootings, you must associate the name with the city so as not to get confused with which dead black body you are talking about at the time. So, when I heard dead black bodies on the pavement again at the hands of people who are supposed to protect and defend, I was disappointed, but not surprised—and I braced myself for the criticism. While many, rightfully so, took to the streets and protested yet two more statesponsored black deaths gone viral on social media, invariably from some of the protesters and others within the black community, there was the refrain, “Where is the Church?” What people meant when they asked this was “where was the Black Church?” I know this refrain because even though I serve as a pastor in a black church and celebrate much of the black church tradition, I too have asked the question. For instance, while some rightfully claim that Black Lives Matter did not start as a black church movement, therefore, the church should not take part in this movement, I and many others, have consistently
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asked why not? Why should the black church continue to sit on the sidelines when there is a movement of liberation happening right outside many of our churches? Why should the black church, whose membership is made up of so many people who are targets of over-saturated policing, continue to remain silent about this and other problems. So I do get it—the black church has been missing in action on a host of issues and concerns germane to the African American Community. However, if there was to be a response from Christians or any church about the injustices that happen on streets across America, it will typically come from the Black Church. At its best, the Black Church has been the home of the African American Prophetic Tradition.10 It is a tradition that was birthed from slavery and shaped in Jim and Jane Crow America. It has been the primary vehicle that has comforted and given voice to many African Americans. Through struggle and sacrifice, at its best, this tradition has expressed black people’s call for unity and cooperation, as well as the community’s anger and frustrations. It has been both hopeful and pessimistic. It has celebrated the beauty and myth of American exceptionalism and its special place in the world, while at the same time damning it to Hell for not living up to the promises and ideals America espouses. It is a tradition that celebrates both the Creator or the Divine’s hand in history—offering “hallelujahs” for deliverance from slavery and Jim and Jane Crow, while at the same time asking, “Where in the hell is God?” during tough and trying times. It is a tradition that develops a theological outlook quite different at times from orthodoxy—one that finds God very close, but so far away. So, when I saw African American pastors and ministers marching with protestors or giving interviews and speaking out, yet again, on abusive police tactics, this time, I asked a different question; “Where was the white church in all of this? I began to wonder do they have anything to say about these killings. I wondered what they were preaching and teaching in their churches. I mean what would it look like for a group of white clergy to come to a bank of



Andre E. Johnson. “To Make the World So Damn Uncomfortable”: W.E.B. Du Bois and the African American Prophetic Tradition. Carolinas Communication Annual 32 (2016): 16-29. For more of the African American prophetic tradtioon, see also David Howard-Pitney, The African American Jeremiad: Appeals for Justice in America. Temple University Press, 2005; Christopher Z. Hobson, The Mount of Vision: African American Prophetic Tradition, 1800-1950. Oxford University Press, 2012; Willie Harrell, Jr. Origins of the African American Jeremiad: The Rhetorical Strategies of Social Protest and Activism, 1760-1861. McFarland and Company, Inc., 2011 and Andre E. Johnson The Forgotten Prophet: Bishop Henry McNeal Turner and the African American Prophetic Tradition. 10
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microphones and declare Black Lives Matter and for that same clergy to request a meeting with the police director and the DA? A 2015 poll helped to shape my thinking about the white church’s response. According to the recent Public Religion Research Institute survey,11 white Christians simply are far less likely to believe the experiences of Black Americans. For example, on the subject of police killings, while over 80% of Black Christians believe that police killings are part of a much larger problem on how departments police African Americans, 70% of white Christian believe the opposite. It is hard to solve a problem when one believes that you do not have a problem. To find the answers that I was in search for, I took to Twitter and started the #WhiteChurchQuiet hashtag.12 I started it because I wanted to hear from members of predominate white churches and get their reasoning behind the silence. I wanted to know what pastors and preachers were saying when yet another black person is shot and killed. I wanted to know how many, who already celebrate law enforcement on a regular basis, would also stand with the victims of police brutality. I wanted to know if they mentioned Black Lives Matter in white churches and if so how was it mentioned. To my pleasant surprise, many participated in the chat. Many white Christians who participated in the chat shared their frustration of their church’s silence on race. For instance, one Twitter user noted how in her church there was no mentioned about Black Lives Matter, but she did receive an email advertisement about an upcoming “conceal and carry” gun class. Second, there was those that just joined in to “listen and learn.” Others took to Twitter to share what they had been doing to speak out against racism. However, the overwhelming responses from people who attend white churches were that many white churches leaders are simply afraid to speak out. They fear isolation and many are concerned about their positions and future positions in the church. That position, however, implies that they do know what they do, but they simply decide to remain quiet because it’s the much easier route to take. If this is true, it also says something else—why is it always hard, no matter who you are, to stand up for black lives? Why is it always “courageous” to stand with black people? Why is there risk involved in speaking out against injustices happening disproportionally against black 11 Robert P. Jones, Daniel Cox, Betsy Cooper and Rachel Lienesch. Anxiety, Nostalgia, and Mistrust: Findings from the 2015 America Values Survey. Public Religion Research Institute. Released: November 17, 2015. 12 Andre E. Johnson. Tweet Chat: #WhiteChurchQuiet. Rhetoric, Race, and Religion. September 21, 2016 
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people? Why is it that even if you offer a mild response—just asking people to listen to what black people are saying, you run the risk of offending others? First, this is why we have a Black Lives Matter movement in the country in the first place. The truth is that black people have been trying to tell others about their plight for years. Black people and indeed, all people of color have tried to share instances of racism in their own lives; in the lives of their children, they have tried to tell anyone who would listen about the injustices they faced on a daily basis. The problem has been that when black people talked, they simply are not believed. Black people have been too sensitive; too loud; too angry; too militant. Many simply charge us with playing the race card; or the proverbial, “Why do you have to bring race into it? Many times, however, we just shut down and wonder sometimes “are we crazy for feeling like this?” The second reason why this is important is that if this is how the majority of the nation feels about black people, then it will be hard to work on finding any solutions to move forward. In other words, if you already come to the table, suspect of the truth I may share; if there is already doubt in my narrative, then nothing will get accomplished. It is why I applaud the efforts of Loyola University Maryland for having programs such as these that open up space to talk about this issue in an opened and honest way. However, this is only a start. We know next that the hard work of coming to the table in smaller groups to discuss these issues is the next step. It is hard work, and it is not easy because when we come to the table to discuss racial issues, typically two feelings come also to the table. For white people, white fragility becomes an issue. Robin DiAngelo defines it “as a state in which even a minimum amount of racial stress becomes intolerable, triggering a range of defensive moves. These moves include the outward display of emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and behaviors such as argumentation, silence, and leaving the stress-inducing situation. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium. Racial stress results from an interruption,” she argues, “to what is racially familiar.”13 So, when I say “Black Lives Matter,” someone feels the need to say All Lives Matter— not realizing that if All Lives did in fact matter, I would not have to say, Black Lives Matter. Or just acknowledging the possibility that if I do say Black Lives Matter that I am not saying All Lives do not matter. The very fact that many whites assume this is very telling in and of itself. 13
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Or when the discussion is about police accountability and what we can do to have better relations with police departments, someone feels the need to bring up the proverbial, “black on black crime” Usually, it goes something like this. “I wish they would protest all the black on black crime that happens. How come they are not marching about this? There are three problems with that push back though. First, sadly, crime is about proximity—it is relational. People commit crimes against people they are around the most. By this metric, we should talk about white on white crime since according to the FBI stats, 84% of crime committed against white people are by whites.14 Second, protests are about perceived injustices and the system not working as it should. Typically, when crime happens in a certain area and with certain people, the system we have in place adjudicates the matter. When perceived crimes happen when certain others are involved, and the system does not work as it should, then protests happen. But finally, I understand why well-meaning people would bring it up. I just then ask, well, tell me what you are doing to address it; maybe I can help? I typically get blank stares after the question and then the reality sets in—that one usually brings this up to move away from an issue one may not feel comfortable in discussing. However, it not only white fragility that comes to the table when we talk about race but for many people of color, the politics of respectability is an issue. Coined by Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, politics of respectability “refers to attempts by marginalized groups to police their own members and show their social values as being continuous, and compatible, with mainstream values rather than challenging the mainstream for its failure to accept difference.” In other words, many times black people, hijacked by respectability issues, when they come to the table to talk about race, try to show that they are somehow the same as everyone else, and not like those other folks. Respectability aims to allow white people to be as comfortable as possible and not to give rise to white fragility. Thus, this is why Black Lives Matter is problematic sometimes for both blacks and whites. It’s not at all concerned with white fragility or respectability politics. It is not at all concern with the “appropriate attire or behavior.” It is not at all concerned with the right way to speak or the right things to say. It is not concerned with the right way to protest because they 14 Kerry Coddett. White on White Crime: An Unspoken Tragedy. HuffPost. March 2, 2015. 
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know history and there is never a “right way to protest” for those in power. It is not at all concerned with any of that. It is concerned with speaking the truth—black truth, as they see it and feel it and bearing witness. And maybe that’s another problem we have—hearing and accepting Black Truth because truth be told, Black truth and testimony have always been questioned and viewed as inaccurate. It’s almost as if truth and Blackness cannot coincide together--that Black truth is somehow tainted because of the conditions Black folks found themselves. For a long period in this country, Black folks could not testify in courts, and black people could not testify in any case against a white person; which, of course, led to the banning of black people from juries and courtrooms, unless of course, they were in the role of defendants. So, first, for the white church, I ask, “Do you believe black truth?” As we discussed yesterday at Grace United Methodist Church, how many times do you have to hear the same stories over and over again before they began to resonate as truth? For instance, “according to an African American teenager, he was stopped in January 2016 while walking on a street near his home by two officers who were looking for the teenager’s older brother, whom the officers suspected of dealing narcotics. One of the officers pushed the teenager up against a wall and frisked him. This search did not yield contraband. The officer then stripped off the teenager’s jacket and sweatshirt and frisked him again in front of his teenage girlfriend. When this search likewise found no contraband, the officer ordered the teenager to “give your girl your phone, I'm checking you right now.” The officer then pulled down the teenager’s pants and boxer shorts and strip-searched him in full view of the street and his girlfriend. The officers’ report of the incident disputes this account, claiming that they did not conduct a strip search and instead recovered narcotics from the teenager during a consensual patdown. No narcotics were ever produced to the teenager’s public defender, however, and the State’s Attorney’s Office dismissed the drug charges for lack of evidence. The teenager filed a lengthy complaint with BPD describing the incident and identifying multiple witnesses. The teenager recounted to us that, shortly after filing the complaint, the same officer approached him near a McDonald’s restaurant in his neighborhood, pushed the teenager against a wall, pulled down his pants, and grabbed his genitals. The officer filed no charges against the teenager in the 34
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second incident, which the teenager believes was done in retaliation for filing a complaint about the first strip search.”15 In June 2011, an officer dispatched in response to suspected drug sales observed an African-American male fitting the basic description of one of the suspects. The officer wrote in his report that the suspect was standing on a public street. When the officer approached, the man “became nervous and could not provide a valid explanation for being at this location.” Lacking any further evidence suggesting that the man was involved in narcotics sales or other criminal activity, the officer nonetheless transported the man to the Western District headquarters for “debriefing” and then to Central Booking, where the man was charged with trespassing. The man was not charged with any other offense, and the officer’s account of the encounter furnishes no basis for the trespassing arrest. Rather, it shows that the man was merely standing lawfully on a public street.”16 Now if this sounds familiar, it should because it's directly from the DOJ report on the policing practices of your (Baltimore) police department. Narratives like these and others are testimonies and stories that have been shared by countless African Americans all across the country. The shamed of being publically stripped searched; the indignity of not being able to stand on a street corner and even that feeling you get when you see blue lights flashing behind you as you drive; the relief you feel when they pass; and then that sunken place feeling you get when after they pass, you begin to wonder who they will harass next, is real. There is history to support it, there are a plethora of studies that demonstrate it, and a multitude of testimonies prove it, but since its coming from black people, this just cannot be true. On the one hand, I do sympathize with many in the white church who just cannot believe that much of this is true. To admit it will not only damage the idea of what America is, or at least pretends to be, but also admitting this truth forces white people and specifically for our talk tonight, the white church, to reexamine what they think about black folk in the first place. This is important because studies have consistently shown that white folks, after a Barack Obama presidency, after seeing gains in every field of study for African Americans, after personally 15 Investigation of the Baltimore Police Department. United States Department of Justice: Civil Rights Division. August 10, 2016, pg. 33.  16 Investigation of the Baltimore Police Department. United States Department of Justice: Civil Rights Division. August 10, 2016, pg. 35. 
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knowing some “good black folks” and of course even after knowing me, white folks still see African Americans as inferior. And sadly, I must also add, it does not stop at the doors of our colleges and universities. We have our own set of problems as well. But on the other hand, this really highlights what Eddie Glaude calls the “empathy gap” in America.17 It’s one thing not to know because you have not been given the facts about a situation or an issue. It’s one thing to be indifferent because you have not had a certain experience. It’s one thing to know because you have not been exposed to certain things, but to KNOW; to have the facts and testimony starring us in the face, to have evidence right in front of us, and still not have any empathy is problematic. This is why I am excited about the ongoing research that rhetoric scholar Dr. Martin Camper and his student Zach Fetcher are doing. They want to examine when someone presents evidence to resistant white people of police misconduct, they become more resistant and even less empathic than before. You know its really a problem to have people show more empathy towards Harambe the gorilla shot and killed than to black human bodies shot and killed.18 So, what are we to make of this? How then can we move forward? Well, I was prepared to give my little three points, about affirming black truth, reexamine your own belief system and for people of faith, expand your theological horizons and during the Q and A, if you would like, we can discuss that. But as I began to look at Loyola and the purported ethos of this school and how you have already made strides at inclusion and social justice activism, I believe you can find the answer in your mission statement. And since we are on the eve of the sacrificial death of MLK 49 years ago, I hear a voice from the annuals of time saying, “somewhere I read.” And it's with that I want to remind you Loyola about your own call and place in society. Somewhere I read, that “Loyola University Maryland is a Jesuit Catholic university committed to the educational and spiritual traditions of the Society of Jesus and to the ideals of liberal education and the development of the whole person.” Somewhere I read, “that Loyola is all about openness and enthusiasm toward the whole of God’s richly diverse creation and for the human person as its crowning glory.” Somewhere I read, that you are all about “hopefulness and pragmatism in seeking graced solutions to life’s challenges through the creative use of all available gifts and resources, Eddie Glaude. Democracy in Black: How Race Still Enslaves America’s Soul. Crown Publishers. 2016. Harambe was the gorilla shot and killed at the Cincinnati Zoo after a three year boy climbed his way into his cage fell in his cage. 17 18
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tempered by realism and compassion about the reality of human weakness.” Somewhere I read, that “Loyola is all about sustained critical attention to motivations and choices based on the conviction that individuals, through the exercise of their freedom, exert a real influence on their world and one another for good or for evil. Somewhere I read, that “Loyola is committed to a life of growing integrity and increasing service to God and others after the Gospel model of Jesus Christ.”19 And if we can read this, if we can do this, but better yet, if we can live this, we have what we need to close the empathy gap. We have what we need to care. We have what we need to be what God has called us to be—a fundamental understanding that we are created in the image of God, and we are indeed all children of the Most High. Thank you



19 This is taken from the Loyola University Maryland’s Mission and Vision Statements. 
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Why I Am Boycotting Christmas1



In what would become his last public speech,2 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, in Memphis, Tennessee, told the audience in Mason Temple that night: Now the other thing we’ll have to do is this: Always anchor our external direct action with the power of economic withdrawal…..We don’t have to argue with anybody. We don’t have to curse and go around acting bad with our words. We don’t need any bricks and bottles. We don’t need any Molotov cocktails. We just need to go around to these stores, and to these massive industries in our country, and say, “God sent us by here, to say to you that you’re not treating his children right. And we’ve come by here to ask you to make the first item on your agenda fair treatment, where God’s children are concerned. Now, if you are not prepared to do that, we do have an agenda that we must follow. And our agenda calls for withdrawing economic support from you.” Further, he would say: And so, as a result of this, we are asking you tonight, to go out and tell your neighbors not to buy Coca-Cola in Memphis. Go by and tell them not to buy Sealtest milk. Tell them not to buy — what is the other bread? — Wonder Bread. And what is the other bread company, Jesse (Jackson)? Tell them not to buy Hart’s bread. As Jesse Jackson has said, up to now, only the garbage men have been feeling pain; now we must kind of redistribute the pain. We are choosing these companies because they haven’t been fair in their hiring policies, and we are choosing them because they can begin the process of saying they are going to support the needs and the rights of these men who are on strike. In short, what King called for was a massive economic boycott. He called for all Americans to stop shopping at places that did not offer “fair treatment to all of God’s children.” Indeed, at the time of King’s death, he and his team were in the middle of planning the Poor People’s campaign in Washington DC. The goal was simple—to get about a million people to Washington DC and to have them camp outside all over the place—effectively shutting down the



Originally, I wrote this for the Rhetoric Race and Religion Blog on November 25, 2015.  2 Martin Luther King Jr. “I’ve been to the Mountaintop.” American Rhetoric. Delivered on April 3, 1968 at Mason Temple in Memphis, Tennessee.  1
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city until government leaders met at least the minimum demands from the people. Of course after King’s assassination, the movement never fully materialized. I reflect on this history because I am pleased to participate in the #NotOneDime and #BoycottChristmas movements. I am also pleased that that church I serve, Gifts of Life Ministries also support these efforts. It is a nonviolent social-direct action response to the statesponsored violence and continued racist behavior that seems aimed at folks who look like me. We have marched, we have shouted, we have protested, we have demonstrated, we have written, we have taught, and we have had meetings with politicians and district attorneys only to have them consider us bullies. Still, we see almost on a daily basis some atrocity that has happened, some black body dead in another street, some parent crying and all the while expected to keep it together for the cameras because black folks are not expected to be human. Black folks pain should not or cannot register on the public’s radar because the wider public just cannot deal with that. The latest “strange fruit” is Laquan McDonald, who was shot and killed by Officer Jason Van Dyke.3 The shooting was so egregious that after he emptied his bullets into McDonald’s lifeless body and attempted to reload, the other officers who were on the scene with him had to hold him back. Yet, still with video evidence, with eyewitness testimony from the cops who were there with Van Dyke, with the autopsy report proving that the official police report was a lie, with the city ALREADY awarding McDonald’s family 5 million dollars because they knew they were wrong, it still took over 400 days for this to come to light. It is this and other atrocities such as Darrius Stewart’s4 death right here in Memphis that led me to take my protesting and social action to the next level; economic withdrawal by saying NOT ONE DIME and BOYCOTTING CHRISTMAS. When we talk about boycotts today, many are quick to dismiss them all together. For instance, when people attempted to get support for a Florida boycott in response to the Zimmerman and Dunn verdicts and the repeal of Stand Your Ground Laws, many said it simply would not work. Some analysts noted the “spotty records of boycotts” and wondered For an update on this shooting, see Megan Crepeau, Dan Hinkel, Jason Meisner and Jeremy Gorner. Three Chicago Cops Indicted in Alleged Cover-up of Laquan McDonald Shooting. Chicago Tribune. June 28, 2017.  4 On July 17, 2015, Officer Conner Schilling shot and killed Darrius Stewart in Memphis, Tennessee. A Grand Jury decided not to indict Schilling with Stewart’s death. 3
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aloud how families would “cancel their vacations to Disney World.” Others offered concern that boycotts “hurt the people they are attempting to help” while others simply argued that state boycotts do not work. To be sure, when talking about boycotts of any kind, many lecture us about how the times have changed, while others simply laugh at and mock us—suggesting that we are too idealistic in our thinking.5 However, those critiques are not really grounded in reality, because the reality is that boycotts tend to work. Matter of fact, as recent history has shown us if you are really serious about your boycott, one only has to threaten a boycott to effect change. Indiana passed the Religious Freedom Restoration Act that many argued could “legalized discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender individuals.” Governor Mike Pence signed the bill, and it became law. However, when major corporations and other institutions threaten to withdraw their event and support from the state of Indiana costing them millions of dollars, in effect, boycott the state, within a week, the same legislature who passed the bill, changed the bill. Moreover, for the first time in Indiana’s history, the state offered protections based on sexual orientation.6 Then there was the Donald Sterling incident. Sterling, the former owner of the LA Clippers, had always been racist and always treated players with contempt. However, until the players threaten to boycott games in the playoffs that would cost the league and network millions, the NBA put up with Sterling’s racist behavior. After the threat of a boycott, however, then and only then, according to the Commissioner were the “views expressed by Mr. Sterling are deeply offensive and harmful.” Then and only then were the “sentiments of this kind are contrary to the principles of inclusion and respect that form the foundation of our diverse, multicultural and multiethnic league.” Then and only then were people “personally distraught” by “the views expressed by Mr. Sterling.”7



Michael Martinez. ‘Boycott Florida’ Isn’t So Simple, Experts Say. CNN. July 28, 2013.  Amanda Terkel. Indiana Governor Signs Anti-Gay ‘Religious Freedom’ Bill at Private Ceremony. HuffPost. March 26, 2015. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/26/indiana-governor-mike-pence-anti-gaybill_n_6947472.html>; Eric Brader. Pence Signs ‘Fix’ for Religious Freedom Law. April 2, 2015.  7 Billy Haisley. 10 Minutes, ESPN’s Bomani Jones Lays waste to Sterling Issue. Deadspin. April 29, 2014. https://deadspin.com/in-10-minutes-espns-bomani-jones-lays-waste-to-the-ste-1569195989>; Peter Keating. NBA Spent Years Looking the Other Way. ESPN. May 1, 2014. ; Andre E. Johnson. #Race, #Racism, and the Power of #Boycotts. Rhetoric Race and Religion. April 30, 2014.  5 6
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Finally, there is the action that recently happened on the campus of Missouri. Students tried talking with schools officials; students tried to get their demands heard; students tried to reason with school officials but to no avail. Then the students began massive nonviolent social, direct action. One student, Jonathan Butler, started a hunger strike to demand the removal of the tone-deaf president. While these and other protests under the hashtag #ConcernedStudent1950 were good and kept the pressure on school officials, it was amazing to watch the actions of the players of the Missouri football team. Upon learning the reasons why Butler was protesting and striking, they collectively decided not to play in the upcoming football game, that things quickly began to change. Within a forty-eight hour period, after the threat of not playing and costing the school at least one million dollars, along with the networks and their league, the powerful SEC untold millions, the president resigned, along with the chancellor.8 Therefore, instead of saying boycotts do not work, let us just say this— boycotts do not work when we do not care. Boycotts do not work when only a few people participate. Boycotts do not work when we figure we have too much to lose. Boycotts do not work, when we can only see what we may lose instead of what we may gain. Boycotts do not work, when we are only thinking about ourselves and not the collective, and yes, boycotts do not work, when we are not ready to share in the pain that the boycott will bring. So yes, I guess in those cases, boycotts do not work. However, when we stand as one; when we are prepared to make a statement, when we stand in our convictions, when we replace fear with faith, boycotts; a nonviolent way to resist evil, tend to work. It is simple how everything we take for granted today, any so-called progressive idea or movement that we cherish and celebrate today came into being—somebody, or better yet, some people, who many called crazy and foolish at the time, decided to stand. Therefore, we do not have to cuss or fuss, any screaming or scheming, any cowering or bowing, just a simple request that Dr. King said that night: God sent us by here, to say to you that you’re not treating his children right. And we’ve come by here to ask you to make the first item on your agenda fair treatment, where God’s children are concerned. Now, if you are not prepared to do that, we do have an



Elizabeth Merrill. Timeline: How One Student Started a Protest, Stopped a Football team and Rocked Missouri. ESPN. November 11, 2015.  8
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agenda that we must follow. And our agenda calls for withdrawing economic support from you.9



Martin Luther King Jr. “I’ve been to the Mountaintop.” American Rhetoric. Delivered on April 3, 1968 at Mason Temple in Memphis, Tennessee. 
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Towards an Understanding of Bearing Witness and Conviction: #MLK and #BLM1



On July 10, 2016, more than 1,000 frustrated and fed up American citizens took to the I40 Bridge connecting Arkansas and Tennessee in an act of mass civil disobedience to disrupt and shut down traffic. These American citizens were protesting the latest videos; the murders of Alton Sterling and Philando Castile, that had gone viral causing another round of trauma and pain in the minds and bodies of African Americans. Television stations in Memphis broke away from regularly scheduled programming to cover the protest. The local newspaper provided live updates on its website while other media outlets offered “live” coverage of the event through social media. People overheard one protester shouting, "We're trying to get equal rights. We want things to be fair. We want our voices to be heard.2 Black Lives Matter activist Shahidah Jones called the protest something similar to a family reunion. She remarked, “I saw people I hadn’t seen in years.”3 Activist Tami Sawyer reminded onlookers and the media that what was going on across the country where people “saying enough is enough," She continued, I think about this last year. People all over the city and the Commercial Appeal celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Selma march, where Dr. Martin Luther King and hundreds of



1 I delivered this presentation at the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, Arkansas on October 6, 2017 at the Southern Colloquium of Rhetoric. 2 I-40 Bridge Reopens Following Hours-Long Protest. WMC Action News Five. July 10, 2016.  3 Wendi Thomas. “Take It to the Bridge” #MLK50: Justice Through Journalism. 
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African-Americans were hosed by water and attacked by dogs and beaten by police during a peaceful protest for their rights.4 As motorists expressed frustration at traffic coming to a standstill, activist Devante Hill told a television news reporter “We waited 400 years to get justice, they’re going to wait —  they’re going to wait — to get across this bridge!”5 Labor and wage activist Jayanni Webster, who was one of the last ones off the bridge that night remarked that taking the bridge so openly was the “only opportunity that they would ever have in their life to even talk to a police officer in a way that won’t get them killed. People in Memphis never have the opportunity to confront those in power who represent a failed state of the economy and the politics of this city that continually oppresses people.”6 Pastor and University of Memphis Department of Communication graduate student Earle Fisher were one of the ones on the bridge that night. He told independent journalist Wendi Thomas that he was “happy as shit,” about taking the bridge because he “knew it would take a moment like that to change the trajectory of what the movement in Memphis would look like.”7 Activist Keedran Franklin noted that “A lot of people were crying together, but it was like tears of joy because a lot of people were hurt. That’s the only reason why we were up there,” “Not being heard, not being felt, not enough resources.”8 While the protest inconvenienced motorists, some that night showed signs of solidarity. One trucker allowed demonstrators to climb on top of his truck to hold up signs and raised fists. Community activist Nour Hantouli, told a reporter that



4 Jody Callahan. Marchers Shut Down I-40 Bridge at Memphis During Black Lives Matter Rally. Memphis Commercial Appeal. July 10, 2016.  5 Wendi Thomas. “Take It to the Bridge” #MLK50: Justice Through Journalism.  6 Wendi Thomas. “Take It to the Bridge” 7 Wendi Thomas. “Take It to the Bridge” 8 Wendi Thomas. “Take It to the Bridge”
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the incident was a “very remarkable sign of solidarity from someone who is caught in the very inconvenient position of that demonstration,” but further added, “of course, that got turned into ‘thugs trashing property,’ you know, the typical racist narrative.”9 City officials, on the other hand, had a different view. While claiming that he understood the protester's frustration, and promising an open dialogue toward effecting change, Interim Police Director at the time of the incident, Mike Rallings remarked that a “bridge shutdown was not the proper way to protest.” Claiming to stand with the protesters, Rallings commented, “I don't want us to shut down a bridge, I'm with you; I'll march with you. But we need to do it together; we need to have a dialogue, we need not to be shutting down bridges."10 Shelby County Commissioner Terry Roland said that while he was “proud we didn’t have any violence, a lot of those people weren’t even from Memphis, and they should not have blocked the roads, especially a federal highway.”11 Memphis Mayor Jim Strickland, while appreciating the fact that the protest “remained peaceful,” he cautioned that “citizens must protest in a legal way. Stopping traffic on the interstate is not legal.”12 A day before the I-40 bridge take over and protest, Atlanta mayor Kasim Reed, after citizens there shut down a major highway infamously proclaimed, “We’re the home of Dr. Martin Luther King. The only thing I ask is that they not take the freeways. Dr. King would never take a freeway.”13



Wendi Thomas. “Take It to the Bridge” Callahan. Marchers Shut Down I-40 Bridge at Memphis during Black Lives Matter Rally. Memphis Commercial Appeal. July 10, 2016. < http://archive.commercialappeal.com/news/tennessee-black-caucus-calls-forcalm-amid-racial-unrest--3714d93e-1078-6a7d-e053-0100007f134e-386214081.html/> 11 Woke: Was the Protest on the Bridge a Sign of Real Change to Come? Memphis Flyer. July 14, 2016. < https://www.memphisflyer.com/memphis/woke-was-the-protest-on-the-bridge-a-sign-of-real-change-tocome/Content?oid=4761617> 12 Woke: Was the Protest on the Bridge a Sign of Real Change to Come? 13 Jenny Jarvie. An Uneasy Standoff between Police and Protesters as Black Lives Matter Returns to the Streets. Los Angels Times. July 9, 2016. < http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-police-protests-20160709-snap-story.html> 9
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However well-meaning, these historical descriptions just are not accurate. In an upcoming work, I challenge some of these contemporary embedded narratives by examining the more radical King. Specifically, I examine King's religious rhetoric within the African American prophetic tradition during the last year of his life and place special emphasis on what I call King's "prophetic pessimism."14 For many black prophets, finding the racism too entrenched and the American covenant ideals not realistic for black Americans to ascertain, they become wailing and moaning prophets within what I call the lament tradition of prophecy. In this tradition, the prophet’s primary function is to speak out on behalf of others and to chronicle their pain and suffering, as well as her or his own. By speaking, the prophet offers hope and encouragement to others by acknowledging their sufferings and letting them know that they are not alone. Moreover, by adopting a prophetic persona of a pessimistic prophet during the last year of his life, I argue that King begins a rhetorical project with the aim not necessarily to persuade but to bear witness through conviction. Psychologists use the term “bearing witness” to refer to “sharing our experiences with others, most notably in the communication to others of traumatic experiences.” They conclude that “bearing witness is a valuable way to process an experience, to obtain empathy and support, to lighten our emotional load via sharing it with the witness, and to obtain catharsis.”15 While the psychological definition is helpful for my purposes here, I use it within the prophetic tradition. To bear witness is to communicate a truth that sometimes is hard to communicate. Typically, when one bears witness in the prophetic pessimism tradition, one is declaring that change may not happen soon or ever, but someone must stand watch and give an



Andre E. Johnson. The Forgotten Prophet: Bishop henry McNeal Turner and the African American Prophetic Tradition. Lexington Books, 2012 15 Kristi Pikiewicz. The Power and Strength of Bearing Witness. Psychology Today. December 3, 2013.  14
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account of what happened. Moreover, drawing from the 8th century BCE prophets found in the Hebrew Bible, many of these accounts are performative. King himself alludes to this when interviewed after his announcement of the Poor People’s Campaign. When the reporter asked King, “it seems from what you have said here that this movement seems to have a more militant tone about it. Would you say that this is going to be a more militant movement than ever before, King responded, I would say that this will be a move that will be consciously designed to develop massive dislocation. I think this is absolutely necessary at this point. It will be massive dislocation without destroying life or property and we’ve found through our experience that timid supplications for justice will not solve the problem. We’ve got to massively confront the power structure. So, this is a move to dramatize the situation, channelize the very legitimate and understandable rage of the ghetto and we know we can’t do it with something weak. It has to be something strong, dramatic, and attention-getting. During the last year of King’s life, his ability to persuade and to gain a national consensus around issues of war, poverty, economic injustice, and the inequality suffered by blacks and all people of color had waned. Faced with increasing hostility to him and the movement along with the rising white backlash that eventually would give birth to Nixon’s silent majority coalition, King knew that moral suasion would not give him the results that he had hoped. Thus, King begins a campaign, grounded in non-violence that aimed to force the government to act on behalf of the movement. No longer believing that government officials would “do the right thing,” King called for a campaign of massive civil disobedience that would lead to economic boycotts and shut down entire cities. By doing this, King asked activists to bear witness to their suffering in hopes that the action could convict the government to do the “right
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thing.” I argue that BLM whether knowingly or not, have adopted many of the ideas that King argued during the last year of his life becoming the natural extension of King’s vision in the last year of his life.
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